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3.6 Three-pot Games
How many 3-pot games are there? V'Ie must have at least one bean in each end-pot.
Two beans in an end-pot allows a legal move for the player whose end-pot it is, Sf)
two is also a good number of beans in an end-pot. Three beans makes the end-pot
full, so there is no need to go further. So, there are three choices for each end-pot.
The middle pot may have no beans in it, or one bean, and two beans makes it full.
So there are three choices for the middle pot as well. That makes 27 3-pot games
(3 x 3 x 3). They are:
101
102
lOX
111
112
llX
1X1
1X2
1XX
201
202
20X
211
212
21X
2X1
2X2
2XX
X01
X02
XOX
XlI
X12
XIX
XXI
XX2
XXX
By inspection, we see that XXX, 101, X01, lOX, and XOX are trivial: that is,
neither Left nor Right has any moves. So the value of these games is O.
But what about the others? Either by calculation, or by using a wonderful pro-
gram coded by David Wolfe, we find that the values for the other 22 three-pot games
are:
102 -2
111 *
112 *
llX 1
1X1 {-Ill}
1X2 *
1XX 1
202 {II-I}
20X 2
212 PI - 2}
21X {210}
2X2 *
XIX *
XX2 -1
201 2
211 *
XlI -1
2X1 *
XXI -1
X02 -2
X12 {O] - 2}
2XX 1
We see that some three-pot games have positive values, which indicates a win for
Left. Other games have negative values, indicating a win for Right. Only the trivial
games have the value 0, and there are twelve with fuzzy values.
Nine of these games are their own "mirror" game: that is, they are the same game
if the order of the pots is reversed. The self-mirrored games 101, XOX, and XXX
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are trivial games. The other self-mirrored games have fuzzy values (which are "first
player wins". Let's look at the game tree for 111:
III
Figure 9: game tree for 111
Of the three-pot games, this is the most complex game tree. The calculation is:
111 (102,XlI201,lX)
({ IX1},{ IX}/{1XI },{XI })
({ I( IX)),{ I( I )}[{(XI JI },{({ I }I })« IO},{ I({ 1»i]« I }I JI },{Ol })
( -1, { I( IO)}I{(OIJI },l)
( - 1, { l-l}j{11 },l)
(-1, -212, 1)
(-111) = 0
In future calculations, I will use a shortcut: when a subgame appears, such as X,
that obviously has no further subgames - that is, if neither Left nor Right has a move
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from it - I will, instead of replacing it with { I }, skip this step and replace it with O.
This i) saves a step and ii) is visually cleaner, and thus, less confusing. For example,
the game 112 has game tree:
/11
Figure 10: game tree for 112
and calculation
112 (XX, lOXIXX, 202)
(0, 010, {lXIXl})
(0[0, {(XI )I( IX})
(010, {II-I})
(010)
*
But what is this? How did we get from (010, {II- I}) to (ala)? What about
{II- IF
3.7 . Reversibility
In the game G = (010, {II-I}) we see that if Right plays, he may play to either a
or to {II- I}. If he plays to {II-I}, then Left will (may only) move to 1, which is
a win for Left (since 1 = {O] }, and Right has no moves). But our players intend to
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win, so will only move to winning positions if possible. Right, therefore, would choose
to move to 0, from which Left has no move (as ° = { I } is a terminal position).
Ifwe look at the graph of 112 it is pretty clear that of Right's two possible moves,
he would not move to 202 as Left can then make a legal move which strands Right
with no move. Right would of course move directly to XX, which is a terminal
position, giving himself the win. Right cheerfully ignores that move to 202. It is as
if it weren't even there.
Many game trees have a "branch" that leads to a win for the opponent. Clearly,
a player will not move to those branches if he has an al ternative. As we've said
before, though, we may not be interested in drawing game trees, but would prefer to
calculate the value of a game - so as to understand the dynamics of a game - using
the system we have developed. For some games, drawing the game tree would prove
to be significantly difficult.
Definition 4 If a game G has a Left option GLo that itself has a right option GLoRo
such that GLoRo ::::G, then the move from G to GLo is reuersible.
That is, if GLoRo ::::G, we find that if Left moves to GLo, Right will move immediately
to GLoRo, and then Left must move to GLoRoL, so he may as well move directly to
GLoRoL to begin with. Similarly, if a game G has a Right option GRl with a Left
option GRlLl such that GRlLl ::> G, then the move to GRl is a reversible move, and
Right may as well move directly to GRlLlR Conway gives a formal theorem of this:
[ONAG, Theorem 68]:
Theorem 6 The following changes do not affect the value of G.
1. inserting as a new Left option any A < IIG, or as a new Right option any
BII > G.
2. Deleting any dominated option.
3. If GLo is reversible through GLoRo, replacing GLo as a Left option of G by all
the Left options GLoRoL of GLoRo.
4. if GRl is reversible through GRlLl, similarly replacing GRl by all the GRlLiR
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The proof of this theorem is also given in [ONAG]. It is long and somewhat ugly,
so I do not include it here. The curious (or doubting) reader may find it in the cited
work.
Reversible options make calculating the value of a game simpler, if we recognize
them. We noticed that in the game C = {010, {II- I} f that the move to {I 1·- I} was
not a good move for Right. Let's test it to see if it follows the above description of
reversibility. A move to a Right option CRI is reversible if it has itself a Left option
GRILl such that CRILl?, G. So, if this move is reversible, we must have that the Left
option of {II-I}, which is 1, be greater than the game {010, {l] - I}} itself. Is this
the case?
I?, {OIO,{II-I}} iff (no IR::; {OIO,{II-l}}
and 1 ::; no ({010, {II- I}} )L)
Since 1 = {O] }, condition one is vacuously true. Since 1 1, 0, the second condition
holds, and we have that 1 ?' {ala, {II-I}}. SO {II-I} is a reversible option through
GRILl. We may, then, replace {II-I} with all the Right options of 1. Since 1 = {Ol },
we leave the null set in place of {II-I}, and {aiD, {II- I}} becomes {010} = *.
Is {II-I} a reversible option in the game {O,{II-I}IOF It is if --1::; {a, {II-
I}IO}. By the method just demonstrated, we find that it is a reversible option for
this game, and again replace {II- I} with all the left options of -1 = { 10}, which
is the null set, and again get {010} = *.
What about other fuzzv numbers? How about PI- 2F What about PlOP We
find that for all positive x, the option y = {xl- x} is a reversible option in the game
G = {OIO,y} and in the game G = {a, yIO}. The reader can easily check this for
himself. But what about other fuzzy games?
Consider the game {OIO,PIO}}. We say that {210} is reversible through ° iff
2?, {010, {210}}:
2?, {OIO,PIO}} iff (no 2R ::; {010, PIO}} and 2::; no ({OiO,{210}})R)
Condition one holds vacuously as OR = { }. Condition two holds also as the left
option of {010, {210}} is 0, and 2 1, 0.
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Now consider the game {O,{210}10}. Is PIO} a reversible option? It is if 0 S
{O,{210}10}:
{O,{210}10} ? 0 iff (no ({O, {210}10})R S 0 and {O, {2!0}10}S no OL}
Right away we see that condition one fails since 0 is a right option of our game, and
0= O. So {210} is not a reversible option when it is a Left option of a game with only
o as all other Right and Left options.
There are other times when {ll- I} is a reversible option: the game {Oil, {II-
I}} = ~, so in this case {II- I} is a reversible option. However, if we reverse the
places of I and 0, so that G = {l10, {ll-I}}, {II-I} is not a reversible option. The
game {I, {II- I} II} = I + *, while the game {l!l, {II - I}} = 1+ {010,{Ol -- 2}},
which seems weird.
A complete study of the range of reversible options, and under what conditions
various fuzzy games are reversible, is not within the scope of this paper, but I think
would make an intriguing investigation. For now, we note that reversible options can
be identified as specified above.
3.8 Do all games end?
We have looked at two-pot and three-pot games, and have discovered that all of
these games end. In fact, it is easy to see that there is no way to keep any of these
games going indefinitely - even if a player wanted to. What about four-pot games, or
142-pot games? I stated, in the introduction to this work, that Beans and Pots is a
Perfect Information Combinatorial game. Perfect Information Combinatorial games
are characterized as games that end - they do not go on forever, nor do they result
in a draw. So far the Beans and Pots games we have looked at conform to this
characterization but can we be sure that for any number of pots this will continue,
to be the case?
Theorem 7 All Beans and Pots games end.
Proof: We know that all l-pot games end.
Suppose the theorem holds for n = k pots.
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Consider a game of n = k + 1 pots:
Then we will have a sequence of moves
There are two cases:
1) If Left removes the beans from PI and sows them to the right, then the left
end-pot is empty. By Lemma 1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a game
of n pots and a game of n - 1 pots which has an empty end-pot. By Lemma 1, we
know that this correspondence is between plays and preserves moves. Thus, we know
that this game ends.
2) Suppose Left (or, symmetrically, Right) never empties her end-pot. Then Left.
will empty and sow beans from pots P2, P3 ... Pk+l. Right, also, may only play from
pots P2 through Pk+l. There are finitely many beans in pots P2, P3, ... , Pk+!. Thus, in
any sequence of plays there are finitely many moves in which Right may place beans
from any of these pots into PI, after which play is restricted to pots P2, ... , Pk+l· It
follows again from Lemma 1 that there is a one-to-one correspondence between this
game of (k + 1) pots and a game of k pots. Thus, the game ends. -i
This leads to another theorem:
Theorem 8 Every Beans and Pots game has a value.
Proof: We know that every sowing game ends. That IS, every sequence of plays
reaches a terminal position.
Terminal positions have rank 0 and value O.
Suppose the theorem holds for games of rank < k, and consider a game of rank k.
Then G = {sGLl,SGL2, ... !sGR',sGR" ... }, where sG' are games of rank < k,
Thus, each of the subgames of G have a value, and
Thus, all games have a value. -1
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3.9 Mirror Games
If we have a game G = ABC ...XY Z, then we define the mirror game Gmir -
ZYXCBA.
Consider the game trees for 102 and 201:
.,.x
/
/
I
),(/1
r-,
I,
/0').1
Figure 11: Mirror games 102 and 201
Now compare the description of play (a.k.a. calculation of game value):
102 ( IXl)
( l{ IX})
(j{ IO})
- ( I - 1)
-2
201 (IXI )
({XI }I )
({OI}1 )
(11 )
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= 2
We notice a couple of things. There is a clear symmetry in the game trees - as
we would expect. There is also a symmetry in the calculations of the values of the
games. We see that the Left Set for 102 is the negative of the Right Set for 201. In
fact, this is the case for all mirror games.
Theorem 9 Let PrP2 ... Pn be a game G with value V(G). Then the mirror game
Gmi, = Pn-,.P2Pr will have value V(Gmi,) = -V(G).
Proof: Let us first note that the mirror game of a game G interchanges the moves
of Left and Right. That is, for
the mirror game Gmi, is of the form
In other words, terminal positions in G for Left will be t.erminal positions for
Right in Gmir. Terminal positions for games of rank 0 have value 0 = { I }. So
games of rank 0 are such that the value of G = 0 = -0 = the value of Gmir. Thus,
V(Gmir) = -V(G) for games of rank O.
Suppose this is true for games of rank k, and consider" game G of rank k + 1:
Then V(G) = {V(sGLl), V(sGL,), ... IV(sGRl), V(sGR,), ...} where sGLi and sGR,
are the subgames of G with rank :<; k.
Then V(Gmir) = {V(sG~;r), V(sG~~r),]V(sG;;';r), V(sG;;"ir),'}
So V(Gmir) = {_V(sGR1), _V(sGRZ), .1- V(sGL,), _V(sGLz), ... }
Thus V(G) = -V(Gmi,)·
3.10 Four or more pot games
How many four-pot games are there? We can put 1, 2, 3, or 4+ beans in the first
pot, 0,1, 2, or 3+ beans in either of the second or third pots, and 1, 2, 3, or 4+ beans
in the fourth pot. That makes 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 = 256 games' That's more than 9 times
as many three-pot games. There are 5 x 5 x 4 x 5 x 5 = 2500 five-pot games. There
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are 6 x 6 x 5 x 5 x 6 x 6 = 32400 six-pot games Very quickly it gets to be a huge
amount of work to hand-draw game trees and hand-calculate the values of each game
if we wish to observe the behaviour of all games of any particular number of pots.
Fortunately we do have a wonderful program, written by David Wolfe, for calculating
values of individual games of configurations of up to about 10 pots (depending on
the configuration). But how do we know what is going on? Is there any way to get a
handle on the overall dynamics of a large group of these games?
Jeff Erickson conjectures that
Conjecture 1 Evaluating Sowing positions (by recursively evaluating ail
their followers) requires exponential time in the worst case.
He does not offer a proof of this, but refers to [WW], where the discussion of the
Towers of Hanoi leads to the conclusion that the configuration 1111...11 has at least
2n -- I subgames (where n is the number of pots).
He also proves the following theorems: the proof of the first is included. The rest
are listed without proof.
Theorem 10 (10)m03(01)n = 0 for all m and n.
Proof: We see that if Left goes first, she loses immediately, as she has no legal
moves. If Right goes first, he may only move to (10)m-1211(01)n, from which Left
can move to (10)m-10220(01)n, which has value zero since there are no more legal
moves. Thus, the second player always wins.
Theorem 11 (01)m2(01)n = n + 1, for all m and n except tri = n = O.
Theorem 12 11(Ol)n = {n + liD} for all positive n.
Theorem 13 (10)m2(01)n = {nj- m} for all positive m and n.
3.11 Adding games together
What does it mean to add games together? When would we do such a thing?
If two players wish to play multiple games at the same time - choosing, when
it is their turn to move, which game to move in - we are, essentially, adding games
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together. Perhaps a pair of opponents have sparred often enough that they wish
to make play more intense, the one hoping that the other will not be able to keep
track of what is happening in two different games at once. Then they might set up
two different configurations of pots and play until terminal positions are reached in
both. For Beans and Pot.s, we can indicate "two games added together" by placing a
string of D's between two configurations. Thus, 313 added to 3X1 could be written
3120002Xl. There is no set number of D's that must be placed between the right
end-pot of the first game and the left end-pot. of the second. It must be at least
enough D's to guarantee that the beans in the right end- pot of the first game cannot
be sewn across the newly added empty pots into the left end-pot of the second game.
Thus, the number of "separating" D's will depend on the two games. I find it easier
to think of the two games lined up above each other, and not connected by a bunch
of D's. If a given configuration happens to have so many empty pots between any
two pots with beans in them that no "sewing between" can occur, we can actually
simplify calculation of game value by considering the configuration to be two separate
games. If, for example, we wish to calculate the value of 2100021, we can recognize
this game as Xl + Xl. We see at a glance what this value is. We could, of course,
calculate the value of the single game as follows:
2100021 ( 13000021,210003)
( I{ 1300003}, { 1300003})
( !{ 10}, { 10})
_ (I - 1)
-2
As with all games played individually, games played together have values. These
values depend on the value of the single games, and are added together according to
the rules of addition for Conway numbers. Ah! But we have some games that do not
have real values, so we wonder what happens then.
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Conway [ONAG, pp. 74-76] gives proofs of several theorems about adding games
together. I merely list those theorems:
Theorem 14 G - G is always a zero game.
Theorem 15 From G ::"0 and H ::"0, we can deduce G + H ::"O.
Theorem 16 If H is a zero game, then G + H has the same outcome as G.
Theorem 17 If H - K is a zero game, then the games G +Hand G +K have always
the same outcome.
These seem reasonable. While the proofs are not trivial, we have an intuitive
response of "oh, yes, of course" when we read these theorems. Certainly if we are
considering adding rea! numbers, we recognize the above as true. 'vVehave seen how
closely games and the Conway numbers relate. We can readily see that if Left and
Right play two games - simultaneously - and if each has positive value, then Left will
win the "set". It is clear that if one game has value -3, and one game has value 1,
then Right will win, as -3 + 1 = - 2, a negative value, which is a win for Right. Two
zero games added together give zero, thus a win for the second player. The tricky
question involves fuzzy games: if we add two fuzzy games, what happens? Or, if we
add a fuzzy game and a real-valued game, what happens?
Example. Vile find that * + * = 0, so a fuzzy game added to a fuzzy game is not
always fuzzy. However, we find that *+ t is fuzzy:
{010}+ {Ol*} {O+ t, 0 + *10+ t, * + *}
{t,*lt,O}
Theorem 12 is the same as saying that G+ (--G) = 0 where -G is the negative of
G. Theorem 13 is our familiar axiom: for H > 0 =? VGl, G2, G1 S G2 =? G, + H S
G2+H.
There is a great deal more that can be said about playing two games at once, but
that is not what this paper is about. Again, I refer the reader to either [ONAG] or
[WW], both of which have comprehensive discussions of this topic.
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4 Open Questions
42
There are questions that working with the various configurations of Beans and Pots
has led me to ask.
Jeff Erickson wonders if, for every game value of finite rank, there is a sowing
game having that value. I think it would be fun to do enough of an investigation to
answer that question.
I have noticed that the percentage of games that have fuzzy values seems to
increase - rather dramatically - as the number of pots in the game increases. The
one-pot game contains no fuzzy games. Of the four two- pot games, there is one game
value in each of the four possible value categories: one positive, one negative, one
zero game, and one fuzzy-valued game. Of the 27 three-pot games, five are zero
games, five are positive, and five are negative and twelve are fuzzy-valued. So for
two-pot games, t = 25% are fuzzy, while for three-pot games ~ = 44% are fuzzy:
It's a major nuisance to count up how many four-pot games are in each of the four
outcome categories (and there are "only" 256 of thernl), but the results yield 48%
fuzzy games. A casual hand count of the 2500 five-pot games indicates that 55% of
them have fuzzy values. This leads me to wonder if, as the number of pots increases,
the percentage of fuzzy-valued games increases. Is there some upper limit to the
percentage of fuzzy-valued games as the number of pots increases? In other words,
does the percentage of fuzzy games grow toward an asymptote?
We notice that there are many, many fuzzy values - some rather intimidating' AI!
are "first player wins". There is only one value that yields a "second player wins" -
O. But the game trees of the games which have a zero value vary widely as do the
game trees of fuzzy values. I think it would be fascinating to compare the game trees
of zero-valued games to see if those variations collect themselves into similar types of
trees, or if no patterns appear at all.
>
Another question that I find intriguing results from my desire to find a "quick"
way to establish - by inspection, if possible - who wins. We are familiar with the
"powers of two" method for figuring out - by inspection - who will win NIM or t.he
coin stacking game. Recall the coin st.acking game:
1. We have some coins in several stacks.
2. A player removes as many or few coins as he or she wishes (providing coins are
removed from one stack only).
3. Whoever removes the last. coin wins.
We write down the number of coins in each stack as a sum of t.he powers of two (so
that. if there are three coins in a stack, we writ.e 21 + 2° or if t.here are 12 coins in
t.he stack, we write down 23 + 22, and so on). If, once all the numbers are so written,
there are an even number of each of all powers of two that. appear, then there is a
winning strategy for the first player to move. If, for example, there are three coins in
one stack, two in the next, and one in a final stack, t.hen there would be
2 = 21
coins in all. So we have two 21 and two 2°, thus even powers of 1 and 0, so t.here
is a winning strategy for t.he player who plays first. Is t.here an algorithm of this
sort - or some other sort - t.hat can tell us at a glance who will win Beans a.nd Pots?
Can we look at a specific game and know who has a winning strat.egy? It might take
the fun out of some games if one were playing with an opponent who also knew the
algorithm, but think of the betting money to be made if playing with an opponent.
who did not! It may be a moot point, though. The more I look at Beans and Pots
games, the more I suspect that there is no algorithm that is as simple as that for the
stacking coin game. Of course, even if we could discover such an algorithm, knowing
it would not guarantee success. In our coin game, if there are 16 stacks of coins with
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a wide variety of numbers of coins in each one, there is plenty of room to goof up the
strategy. So too with a game of Beans and Pots with, say, six pots and a medium
number of beans distributed among them. (Generally, a largish number of pots with
a medium number of beans - that is, a number of beans between so few that play
is very simple, and so many beans that moves are limited - seems to have the most
complex fuzzy value).
Another thing I am curious about is the game trees and how many of them there
are. We have four categories of outcomes. We know that there are many fuzzy values,
each representing a different game tree. We see more than one way to calculate a
value of 0 for a game - even though a value of 0 represents "second player wins" (as
a fuzzy value, while varied, represents "first player wins" - or can, at any rate). It
only takes a short time of staring at game trees to see that there are "duplicates":
some three-pot game trees are identical to some four-pot game trees. Identical game
trees represent, of course, the same game value. But we also find that different game
trees end up having the same game value. The question, then, is "How many different
game trees - up to congruency - give the same value?". Another question is "For a
specific number of pots, how many game trees - up to congruency - are there?". I
think it would be an interesting investigation to remove the numbers from the game
trees, leaving only the lines between vertices, and see what we have.
A further question concerns the rank of the games. It strikes me as certain that
there is an upper bound to the rank of a game of, say, n pots. What is it? We have
proved that all games end, so there is a finite number of moves to a terminal position.
It does not make sense that there would be an occasional sequence in a game of n
pots that would not be, in some way, related to that n. So what is that upper bound?
The game trees I have worked with lead me to believe that there is a linear upper
bound for the rank of a game. I suspect that finding the formula for the upper bound
of the rank of a game of n pots would not be difficult, but might be time consuming
and tedious.
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Appendix B: Calculations
11 = (XIX) = (010) = *
IX = (X] ) = (O! ) = 1
Xl = ( IX) = ( 10)= -1
XX=(!)=O
101= ( I ) = 0
102 = (!XI!)
- (I { IX})
- (I - 1)
- -2
lOX = ( ! ) = 0
III ~ (XL 102201, IX)
_ ({ IX}. { IXl}I{1X! } {XI})
_ (_ 1, { !t !Xn[{(X! 11 }, 1)
_ (-1, { 1- 1}1{1! },1)
~ (-1, -2!21)
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== (-111) == °
112 == \XX, ioxlaoa, XX)
== \O,OI{lXIXl},O)
== (OI{(XI )I( IX)},O)
== (01{11-1}°
== (010)
== *
llX - \XX lOXI20X)
== \ O.OI{1XI })
- (OI{(XI )1 })
- (01{11})
== (012)== 1
1X1 == \X1llX)
_ \{ IX}I{XI })
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- (-Ill)
= 0
lX2 = (XXIXX)
= (010)
= *
lXX = (XXI)
= 1
201 - (IXj )
- ( {XI} I )
- (11 )
- 2
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Appendix B (continued)
= ({XI} I{ IX} )
= (11-1)
20X = (IXI )
= ({XI }I )
= (11 )
- 2
211 = (XX, 2021XOl, XX)
= (0 {lXIX1}!0,0)
= (0 {(XI )I( IX)}IO)
- (0. {ll- l}IO)
= *
212 = (XX,20xIX02,XX)
_ (O,{1XI }I{ IX1},O)
= (o,{(XI 11 }I{ I( Ixn.o)
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- (0, {II }I{ I - I}, 0)
- (0,21 - 2,0)
- (21 - 2)
21X - \ XX, 2oXlxox)
- \O,{lXI *)
- \0, {(XI )1 *)
- \O,{(OI )1 *)
- \0, {II *)
- (0,210)
= (210)
2Xl - (XXjXX)
= (010)
- *
2X2 = (XXIXX)
= (010)
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= *
2XX - (XXI)
= (01 )
- 1
X01 - 0
X02 = ( IXI)
= ( I{ IX})
= ( I{ 10})
- ( I - 1)
- -:2
XOX - 0
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XlI = (X02IXX XOI)
= ({ IXI}IO.O)
= ({ I( IXl}IO)
= ({ 1- I}IO)
= (-210)
= -1
Xl2 = (XOXIXX. X02)
= (010. { IXI})
= (010.{ I( 10))
= (010, { I - I} )
= (010. - 2)
= (01 - 2)
XIX = (XOXIXOX)
= (010)
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XXI = (IXX)
= (1°)
= ~l
XX2 = (IXX)
= (1°)
= -1
XXX = °
1001 = °
1002 = °
1003 = (1211)
= (!{XX202IX01XX)
= (I{O,(lXIX1)IOO)
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= \ I{O, ({XI }I{ IX})IO)
= \ 1{0(11-1)10})
= (1{010})
- (I*)
= 0
lOOX - 0
1011 = (10021102)
-- (Ol{ IX1})
= (Ol{ I( IX)})
- (Ol{ 1- I})
= (01- 2)
1012 = (10031 )
= ({ 1211}1 )
= ({ I*}I)
= (01 )
= 1
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Appendix B (continued)
1013 = (100XI212)
= (01{21-2})
= (01 )
= 1
101X = (100XI)
= (01)
= 1
1021 = ( 12101. lOX)
= ( I{ 13001}, 0)
= ( I{ 1(1121 )},O)
= ( I{ 1({XX,10XIXX.202}1 )},O)
= ( I{ [({OIO.(lXIXl)}1 n,O)
= ( I{ 1({010. (11- 1)}1 )}.O)
= ( I{ 1(*1 )},O)
= ( I{ 10}.0)
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== (I - 1,0)
== (1- 1)
== -2
1022 == ( 12102)
== ( I{ 13002}, 2X1)
== ( I{ l(llXI )}, (XXIXX})
== ( I{ I( {XX 10XI20X.202}1 )}, (010))
== ( I{ I( {O. 01(lXI )}I )}. *)
== ( I{ I({OI(XI )}I )}, *)
== ( I{ j({012}1 ),*)
== ( I{ (11 ).*)
== (1{12.*})
== ( I{ I*})
== ( 10)
== -1
102X == (1210X)
== (I{ 1300X})
== (I{ l(llXI )})
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= ( I{ 1({XX,lOXi20X}1 )})
= ( I{ 1({O.Oil(lXI J}I J})
= ( i{ 1({OI({Xi }I J}I )})
= ( I{ 1({01(l1 )}I )})
= ( I{ 1({012}1 )})
= ( I{ 1(11)})
= ( i{ 12})
- ( 10)
= -1
lOXl = ( IlOX)
= ( 10)
= -1
10X2 = 0
10X3 = ( 12lX)
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= ( ]{XX 20XIXOX)
= ( I{D. (lXI )IO})
= ( I{D. ({XI }I )ID})
= ( I{D. (11 liD})
= ( ]{D.2ID})
= ( 1{210})
= ( I )
= 0
10XX = 0
1101 = (20112001)
= ({lXI }IO)
= ({(XI l I ) 10)
= ({11 }IO)
= (210)
1102 = (20212002.1X1)
= ({lXIXl}!0.{X111X})
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= ({(XI )I( IX)}IO, {( IX)I(XI )})
= ({11- 1}IO, {-Ill})
= ({11-1}!0,0)
= ( 10)
- -1
1103 = (20X!2003,2XI)
- ({IXI }I{ IXU} {XXIXX})
= ({(XI )1 }!{ I(X02IXX,XOl)}, *)
= ({11 }I{ I({ IXl}IO. O)}, *)
= (:21{ I({ !( jX)}IO)}. ,)
= (:21{ I({ I-I}IO)}.*)
= (:21{ I( -:210)}, *)
= (21{ 1-1}*)
= (:21-:2·*)
= (:21- :2)
110X = (20XI200X)
= ({lXI }jO)
= ({(XI )1 }jO)
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= ({11 }IO)
= (210)
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